


Nature Matter Time



That which is not slightly distorted lacks sensible appeal; from which 
it follows that irregularity that is to say, the unexpected, surprise and 
astonishment, are an essential part and characteristic of  beauty.

(C. Baudelaire)
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Inspiration is born from the fascination 
for ancient times, derived from feelings 
of  an unforgettable past and from an 
extreme curiosity towards nature, 
time and their phenomena. This led us 
to interact with worlds very different 
from one another and introduce them 
to each other, seamlessly. Through our 
curious research and use of  challenging 
materials, our creative process enables 
us to give life to new shapes that portray 
our special love for beauty.
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Stopping the light on a line for the love of  shade, for the love of  light



In search for the best materials, we 
discovered extraordinary stones, 
fragrant woods, sumptuous leathers 
and the shiniest of  metals. Our quest 
for beauty continued; etching, striking, 
sculpting, cutting and weaving the 
matter, creating objects to demand 
a refined use of  ones senses and 
imagination.



Everything began from an intuition. 
Between our hands we placed the 
most precious ancient material, the 
full grain leather. Sensual, smooth, 
and scented. Our mind gained visions 
of  transforming it in earth, air, water 
and fire. In the tranquil environment 
of  the Milan studio, elements of  
nature surfaced, as hands began to 
work. Through sculpting, cutting and 
shaping, the leather began to express 
lines and volumes through light and 
shadow.
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Perhaps the most beautiful of  ideas 
are never truly ours. Perhaps they 
are part of  a Wholeness from which 
the intuition takes hold and becomes 
beauty.
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3D Leather Wall Covering
SURFACES



A new covering made from the finest 
full grain leather, with a handmade bas-
relief, making it incredibly sensorial. 
The top layer appears untouched 
through a process, which sees it laid 
carefully on its previous stratus, and 
handled softly until the bas-relief  
motifs become visible.
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CUZCO



DECO’



DUNE



FLOWERS



JUNGLE



LEAVES



MOON



PILLS



SIN CITY



STRIPES



SUBWAY



F u r n i t u r e  C o l l e c t i o n
ECLECTIC



A collection of  rare furniture and 
accessories: each one more unique than 
the last. Verging on the edge of  art and
nature, bordering the east and the west 
and inspired by both the past and the 
future. The pieces are experimental 
yet functional through the exploration 
of  shapes and lines. Charm inhabits 
the collection and grows over time as 
hidden details are left to emerge, ones 
which modernity often forgets.
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ABSOLUT
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ARA
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ARGO
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CLUB







The extraordinary connection between the passion of  those who 
spend hours to create a precious object and the passion of  those 
who wish to discover it



DIAFANI





FOLIES
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ILEX





ISETAN WOOD
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ISETAN





Randomness and control, opposing forces in conflict from which to make harmony emerge



ISHTAR





ISHTAR IRON



JACANA





JAVA
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KRYPTOS
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MILO





MILO CONSOLLE



NIBIRU
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133



OVNI58





QUADRICON
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SQUARE







WILDE
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XUNI
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Handles Collection
MAGMA



Small shiny sculptures; smooth to 
the touch. Created by casting bronze 
according to the ancient technique 
of  French sand molds. Each piece 
embodies natural shapes.
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ALIE

165



ANAN



CALIX



CLIZIA



COXMI



DAE
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EBLIS



ELIZET



HIDARI



INDY



IZEDI





KIKLE



KIKU



KINOKO



MAHE



NEPTI





RHEM



TANIS



Anything that is worth doing at all is worth doing well.
              (Philip Lord Chesterfield)



We have chosen to design as 
harmoniously as possible, objects that 
could be considered ever-changing 
beings, in tune with the nature 
all around us. Made using natural 
materials, artisanal features are evident 
in tiny perfect imperfections. These 
sought after marks add an emotional 
aspect to the design, to showcase the 
differences and uncertainties of  men 
and nature.

      Nicola Andrea Frignani
          NB Milano Founder
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NB Milano
Showroom: Via Maroncelli 12, Milano - Italy
info@nbmilano.com      www.nbmilano.com
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